Tunable diode laser ratio measurements of atmospheric constituents by employing dual fitting analysis and jump scanning.
We present two new approaches in tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) for measuring the ratio of two components with high precision. These techniques, dual line fitting analysis and jump scanning, greatly extend the versatility and applicability of TDLAS. Three important applications for these approaches are discussed. In addition, we demonstrate the capability to quantify features that are different in amplitude by a factor of 22.4 with a precision of 0.3%. Such a precision is also achieved for features that are different in amplitude by a factor of 12.9 and separated by 0.2363 cm(-1). Both jump scanning and dual line fitting analysis are being used on a routine basis in a laboratory kinetics study to measure simultaneously the concentrations of H(2)O and NO, whose features are separated by 0.4866 cm(-1).